Principal’s Message

NAPLAN

NAPLAN is over for another year. Students in Years 3 and 5 appeared to cope really well with the assessments. There were a few ‘Nervous Nellies’ at the start, but after they started, they all appeared to relax and tackle the task at hand. Results will be available sometime in Term 3.

Grip Leadership Day

Our Year 6 attended the Grip Leadership Conference last Friday at the University of Wollongong. The students learned some important leadership lessons. They also had the opportunity to experience a guided tour of the university by a former student, Mrs Domazar! Many of our students now have aspirations to attend university. Mission accomplished Mrs Domazar.

District Cross Country

Fine weather greeted our School Cross Country Team yesterday, as they went off to compete at the South Shoalhaven District PSSA Cross Country Carnival. Congratulations to all runners who gave their personal best to represent the school at ‘Timberhills’ Tomerong. You showed the true spirit we like to promote at Huskisson Public School. Thank you to Mr Ken Choice who once again showed his allegiance to the school, by volunteering his day to help our students participate successfully at the carnival.

Junior GALA Day

Junior GALA Day hosted by the South Shoalhaven PSSA will be at Sussex Inlet (Thompson St) this Friday. Our Year 3&4 students will enjoy a day of participation and enjoyment with students in neighbouring schools from across the Bay and Basin. Along the way students will learn all about the game of AFL.

Assembly

This week class 1/2 will host the assembly. We look forward to an entertaining item and a celebration of student behaviour and achievement. Mrs Brook’s class asks that all attending be seated by 2pm.
Marine Rescue
Our K-2 students can look forward to an interesting morning at the Huskisson Marine Rescue. They will be given a guided tour of the centre and an information talk. They will also be treated to a tour of the marine rescue boat. What a privilege! Thanks to Mrs Elizabeth Beasley for arranging this special excursion. Our local paper will also be there to photograph the excursion.

Maple & Syrup
Our two 'Isa Browns' have settled into their new home and appear to be enjoying life at Husky, including the recent extensions to their chook pen by Mr Williams. They certainly enjoy a healthy diet with lots of foods scraps coming their way. Maple and Syrup have begun to lay eggs. At first we were getting an egg a day. This doubled and yesterday doubled again with four eggs collected. We have been collecting speckled and plain eggs. On Sunday morning at breakfast I taste tested the eggs. Both my wife and I gave them the big thumbs up. Well done Maple and Syrup.

Relieving Principal
This Friday I will be preparing myself for a week of University lectures at Charles Sturt University Wagga Wagga, doing the Stronger Smarter Leadership Program. I begin at 8.30am and finish at 9.30pm. Big days! I will be away from school for the next two weeks. One week at University and one week on family business. Mrs Domazar will be Relieving Principal in my absence.

Glenn Sansom
Principal

SCHOOL NEWS

SALE
The P & C is selling all old uniform stock excluding sport shirts and school jumpers at 30% off regular prices. Items include light blue long and short-sleeved polo shirts, grey school shorts and school trousers, black tracksuit pants and other items.

Kindergarten have been doing Inquiry Based Learning. Below is Jackson's idea.